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-  FREMD HIGH SCHOOL (P ALATINE) ,
CLASS OF 2018

-  SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY,  CL ASS OF
2022 -  POLITICAL SCIENCE

-  INVOLVED WITH CAMPAIGNS  IN
PALATINE AREA

-  MEMBER OF THE PALATINE LEAGUE

About me



The importance of Gen Z voter turnout

https://www.pewsocialtrends.org/essay/an-early-look-at-the-2020-electorate/



Past Elections



Ballot Z Design

-  website (www.ba l lot-z.org )

-  ema i l/text  reminde rs

-  soc ia l  med ia



-help voters take advantage of Illinois voting

infrastructure by making resources easy to find

- provide nonpartisan resources to help voters make an

informed decision

- make Gen Z voters comfortable and confident voting

(many of them for the first time!)

Our goals:



How we're

appealing to

Gen Z

- trying to establish a "voting culture"

- encouraging, empowering messaging

- providing information where they want it



How you can reach Gen Z voters

- Be where we are online

- Recognize we may respond to

information differently
- Videos, infographics rather than

articles

- Low commitment



Gen Z voters
are on social
media!

Gen Z voters tend to look to social media for
news and resources. 

Lots of accessible voting-related content is
already online - we just need to make sure
voters can find it.

You all probably are already a trusted source

for voting information with your friends and

family, so you can use social media to amplify
your message. 



Ballot Z 
social media



League of
Women Voters
social media



Facebook
We use it to share family photos and life updates,

but it can also be a source for voting information -

articles, voting applications, and election reminders 





Sharing content from your phone



Sharing content from your computer



Instagram
Same functions as Facebook, but posts must

include a visual component

Only one place to include a link

You can only post from your smartphone

To share another user's posts, you share them to

your Instagram story 



"Link in

bio"



Instagram Stories
Phone demonstration



Twitter
Less of an image component

Tweets limited to 280 characters

To share another user's content, you can like,

retweet, or comment on their tweet



Comment Retweet Like Send

Tweeting Options



Retweet



- Use social media to amplify your message! Share
Ballot Z (and other voting content) on your personal
accounts

- Talk to Gen Zers in your life about Ballot Z 
and voting - send them links to voter registration
and VBM applications

- Connect me with other groups, organizations, and
people you think could be helpful

How you can help Reach Gen Z

voters!



Thank you!

www.ballot-z.org
ballotz.2020@gmail.com

Facebook:@ballotz.2020
Instagram:@ballot.z
Twitter:@ballot_z


